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Bipolar disorder (BD) is a severe mental disorder that affects
approximately 1–2% of the population worldwide. The age of
onset for this debilitating disorder is approximately 20 years of
age, and there is a high rate of suicide attempts associated with
BD. Individuals diagnosed with BD may experience significant
levels of disability over the lifespan. The heritability of BD is
extremely high, with estimates up to 85%, and the genetic
architecture is quite complex, with many risk genes thought to be
involved, each contributing a small effect. There is also consider-
able evidence to support a powerful role for environmental factors
interacting with these risk genes at different stages of develop-
ment, including prenatal maternal infections, traumatic experi-
ences in childhood, drug use and abuse, and stressful life
experiences. Patients with BD often express co-morbidities for
other psychiatric disorders, including attention deficit hyperactiv-
ity disorder, anxiety disorders, and substance use disorders [1].
The accidental discovery of lithium for the treatment of BD was

first reported by Australian psychiatrist John Cade [2]. Since that
time, breakthroughs in the pharmacological treatment of BD have
been few and far between. One reason for the relative absence of
targeted therapies for BD has been the difficulty in developing
valid animal models. Two features of BD that are especially
relevant for those interested in modeling this disorder in
laboratory animals include the process of switching from a manic
or hypomanic episode to depression (or vice versa), and the
possible disruption of circadian systems in bipolar individuals,
including alterations in sleep-wake patterns and seasonal varia-
tions in susceptibility to the onset of mania or bipolar depression.
What is clear at this time is that the underlying neural and
molecular mechanisms that regulate the switch process are
incompletely understood in BD patients, and there is an urgent
need for animal models that permit a detailed exploration of these
underlying mechanisms.
With this urgent need for improved animal models in mind,

Young and colleagues [3] examined seasonal extremes of light-
dark cycles on behavioral and neural measures of C57BL/6J mice,
WT mice, and mice heterozygous for the dopamine transporter
gene (DAT-HZ) that expressed ~50% of WT levels of DAT protein.
Prior to training and behavioral testing, all mice were maintained
for at least 2 weeks on 1 of the following 3 photoperiods: long-
active (LA, 5:19 light-dark cycle), short-active (SA, 19:5 light-dark
cycle), or control (NA, 12:12 light-dark cycle). The time of lights-on
for the 3 chambers was adjusted such that they shared a 5-h
period of darkness each day when behavioral testing occurred.
DAT-HZ mice housed in a SA photoperiod exhibited increased

immobility in the forced swim test, a depression-relevant

behavior. In the elevated plus maze, DAT-HZ mice housed in an
LA photoperiod displayed more frequent open arm entries, a
mania-relevant behavior. In addition, DAT-HZ mice in LA condi-
tions were more sensitive to rewards, while in SA conditions they
were more sensitive to punishment and loss in two learning tasks.
Photoperiod also affected the balance between tyrosine

hydroxylase (TH)-positive and somatostatin-positive neurons in
the hypothalamic paraventricular nucleus (PVN). Compared to
mice in the NA photoperiod, DAT-HZ mice had reductions in TH-
positive cells but increases in somatostatin-positive cells when
housed in an SA photoperiod. The opposite was true for the LA
photoperiod, with increases in TH-positive cells and decreases in
somatostatin-positive cells. DAT mRNA levels were unaffected by
photoperiod in DAT-HZ mice.
We have three major concerns relating to this series of

experiments that call into question the conclusions that were
drawn. C57BL/6J mice lack the ability to synthesize melatonin, due
to a naturally occurring point mutation in the gene coding for
serotonin N-acetyltransferase [4]. Pineal melatonin plays a key role
in the adjustment of animals to changing photoperiods, and the
inability of C57BL/6J mice to synthesize melatonin could possibly
affect circadian adjustments in mice of this strain to the extremes
of daily light:dark cycles as described in the experiments of Young
et al. [3]. In addition, mice were only allowed two weeks to
acclimate to the altered photoperiods. It should be noted that
VanderLeest and co-workers [5] reported that mice of this same
strain required at least 30 days to entrain behaviorally and
neurophysiologically to a new long-day or short-day cycle. Finally,
these investigators chose to switch the designations for typical
winter and summer photoperiods, such that for them, a short-day
cycle (5 h light:19 h dark) was labeled as “summer-like” (long-
active photoperiod) while a long-day cycle (19 h light:5 h dark)
was labeled as “winter-like” (short-active photoperiod). Increasing
the number of hours of darkness in a 24-h period does not
necessarily translate into increased daily activity in a nocturnal
species such as laboratory mice [6]. Thus, these winter-like and
summer-like designations break with well-established conventions
of circadian biology and call for a significant re-interpretation of
the results presented by Young and colleagues.
The use of DAT knockdown mice and CLOCK mutant mice

represents an exciting step forward in the quest for improved
animal models of BD. We applaud the creative approach taken by
Young and colleagues [3]; unfortunately, the devil is always in the
details. We believe some essential features of their experimental
design and the interpretation of their results call into question the
conclusions that were reached.
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